
Daily work and family 

demands make committing 

to an exercise routine hard 

enough. But the global 

circumstances and 

subsequent quarantine 

have really complicated 

matters! As gyms shut their 

doors, many of us fell into 

EXERCISE & MOVEMENT
FOR DETOX

sedentary habits, turning to  Netflix marathons and baking in our free time instead of working out.

While the lockdown has been deemed necessary by many for community health, new studies are 

suggesting that quarantine life has adversely affected individual health by reducing physical 

activity levels. And this comes at a time where preserving our health may be one of the most 

powerful safeguards against unwanted bugs.

 

Exercise is essential for supporting healthy immune function and a resilient respiratory system. It 

also aids detoxification by keeping the lymphatic system — your body’s waste disposal system — 

working properly. Simply put, we need to move again. Here’s how to get your body back on track:

Get Outdoors

Quarantine or no quarantine, the great outdoors is still open for business. Find a park or trail near 

you that’s not too busy and get moving! Exercising in nature offers potent stress relief and exposes 

your body to phytoncides, amazing compounds produced by trees shown to support healthy 

immune function. Try TrailLink or AllTrails to explore new paths near you.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2793341/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2793341/
https://www.traillink.com/
https://www.alltrails.com/
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Try an Online Exercise Class

Many fitness studios remain closed, have limited hours, or require 

reservations. That’s frustrating for exercisers. Fortunately, the 

internet abounds with online exercise classes, ranging from yoga to 

high-intensity interval training (HIIT) classes. Try one of these:

•  Gaia: A variety of online yoga classes, some as short as 10 minutes, are easy to fit into your

    routine.

•  Daily Burn: Over 1,000 online classes allow you to pick the perfect workout for your needs.

•  Classpass: From barre to HIIT to cardio, this national program now offers free home workout

    videos, too.

Take Short Activity Breaks

While working out is great, if you are sedentary the remainder of 

the day, you may be doing your body a disservice. Studies show 

that total activity (outside of working out) is an important 

determinant of health. Quick bouts of movement like these can help:

•  Wash the dishes for an easy standing session

•  Clean house, including vacuuming and dusting

•  Garden — even patio gardens count!

•  Walk up and down your stairs or driveway

Good rule of thumb: Try for a short bout of physical activity every hour, particularly if you sit to 

work.

Get Your Lymph Moving

Your lymphatic system is a network of vessels that mop up waste in 

your body and washes it into your circulatory system, allowing it to 

be excreted through urine. It plays a vital role in immune function 

and detoxification.

Unlike the circulatory system, the lymphatic system needs skeletal 

muscle movement to pump lymph efficiently through the body. 

Exercise is essential for healthy lymphatic flow:

•  Walking: An underappreciated but handy “lymphatic pump,” a 20-minute daily walk can

    support lymph movement.

•  Yoga: The twists, bends, and inversions of yoga poses are excellent for activating your

    skeletal muscle pump. Here’s a fun series of detoxifying yoga poses.

•  Foam rolling: While not technically “exercise,” foam rolling is a powerful post-exercise tool

    for your lymphatic system. Check out this article and videos on foam rolling exercises, and

    pick up an inexpensive roller on Amazon.

Quarantine has certainly thrown our exercise routines for a loop. However, taking steps to boost 

your physical activity level will serve you well as you detox and prepare to re-enter the 

post-quarantine world. 

https://www.gaia.com/yoga/practices
https://lp.dailyburn.com/landing/boris/index.html
https://classpass.com/try/home-workout-videos
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https://www.yogajournal.com/practice/10-detoxifying-yoga-poses-for-a-summer-cleanse#gid=ci022b290b80002736&pid=twistedchair
https://www.rei.com/learn/expert-advice/foam-roller-exercises.html
https://www.amazon.com/foam-roller-exercise-roller/b?ie=UTF8&node=3407871



